Axial transport within bidisperse granular media in horizontal rotating cylinders.
The discrete element method has been used to examine axial dispersion within rotating cylinders containing two sizes of particle. Two bed configurations are considered: initially segregated, which consists of a pulse (narrow axial band) of small particles within a bed of large particles, and initially mixed, in which the cylinder is loaded with a homogeneous mixture of the two particle sizes. The dispersion of the small particles within initially segregated beds is found to depend strongly on the initial length of the pulse of small particles. Initially mixed beds are found to undergo a transient period in which the small particles disperse rapidly. Following this transient, axial dispersion of both particles sizes is found to follow Fick's second law, in that the mean squared deviation of the axial position of the particles is proportional to time. Axial dispersion coefficients have been calculated for initially mixed beds that have reached steady state; the axial dispersion coefficients of both particle sizes decrease as the volume fraction of small particles is increased.